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 .04 ioria: and if you run the program and you have the latest version of chromium, then you should see that the bug is fixed in
the version released ioria: i can reproduce it with a bunch of different profiles, both with or without account i see it's a

chromium bug, not a mediaplayer one so... what's the solution for now? kroson_, search on launchpad... Question: can't boot to
tty1-6 after a fresh install of 18.04, booting to vtty7 (ctrl+alt+f7) to access the desktop is fine. I have a disk that I used to

recover an install of 17.10, it had a failure and showed errors on the screen during install. Do I need to repair the disk or is there
something else that needs to be done? ioria: do you mean me? kroson_, yes kroson_, did you tested with other players? ioria: i

have a profile without account, so i will see if it works with an account i don't have other players kroson_, ok ioria: it is not
reproducible with another user. We can try to fix it if we find a way to reproduce it kroson_, i don't know, but i used seamonkey
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and it is known that is a problem of some sort, like chromium ioria: with an account it's reproduced with chromium, without an
account with seamonkey so chromium is the problem kroson_, yes, but seamonkey is a different issue and it works on the same
pc yes, it is different. But this is something different kroson_, why do you think that? the issue is in chromium, not 82157476af
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